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1. - entire text
2 ~ summary: The two major topics Argentine offichls will
wish to discuss are the situation in Central America and

Bolivia, which they see as threatening Argentina's own secu-
rity, and the Alemann economic program on which the Galtieri
government's future so heavily depends. Galtieri and his col-
laborators seek close cooperation with the United States, es-

philosophicallpecially in the security area and are/ inclined
toward the West, But the GOA continues in the NAM impelled

by the need for protection on human rights in international
fora and by the search for support on the Malvinas/Falklands

and Beagle problems. Our principal difference is in the
nuclear field. Other fhctors in our relationship are human
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rights, differences on Law of the Seay occasionally

conflicting interests in UN fora and various economic

issues such as sugar and our graduation policy in the

MDBs, Involvement in Central America carries a poli-

tical price for the GOA domestically. The GOA also

remains sensitive to attitudes and reactions of the

Soviet Union, Argentina's principal export market and

supporter on human rights issues,

3. Galtierits vigorous style of leadership .has dissi-
pated the atmosphere of paralysis and drift that shrou«

ded his predecessor's incumbency, He continues the po-
greaterlicy of liberalization and/respect for human rights.

The deep recession and the draconian economic measurese

after six years of military rule, are raising social

tensions, give strong encouragement to the civilian oppo-

sition, now more vocal than eveq and leave the regime

isolated. The success of the economic program, expres-

sing a conservative-liberal philosophy, remains uncer-

tain, As of now, Galtieri appears to have the full sup-
other two branches

port of his senior Army commanders and the~ but if
economic recovery does not begin later in the yeary

growing social tension could bring out latent differences

in the armed services' Our own approach to the GOA

should take into account the domestic and external

constraints under which the Galtieri government operates,
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~T ' 'V'its domestic vulnerab3. fzt3.es and at least the posslq
bility of further political changes within the next

two years End summary.
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{ yAssistant Secretary Enders will be visiting Argentina+

during a period of uncertainty about future economic

and political events —and a time of pervasive pessimism

among Argentines generally about the future of their

country. President Galtieri and his collaborators seek

close cooperation with the United States, Especially in

the area of Hemispheric security —Central America and,

to some extent, Bolivia —they define Argentina's interests

in terms similar to ours. His government, hoWever, faces

an exceedingly difficult situation domesticallyo Despite

GaltieriTs forceful leadership and the presence of seve-

ral able ministers in the Cabinet, it remains to be seen

whether his governmentys policies —especially its econo-

mic program, on which its fortunes so heavily depend—

will be effective,

Se Our own approach must take into account the domestic and

external constraints under which the Galtieri government

operates, its domestic vulnerabilities and —while we fore-

see no early changes in Argentina's basic power structu re—
/at least the possibility of further political changes

over the next year or two.

Argentine
6e Thus there are two major topics ixx whichjgou4x interlocutors

I

will be interested in discussi. ng: J
Western security interests in the Hemisphere,
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—especially current developments in Central America;

The Argentine economy, including the Alemann econo-

mic program& and the outlook for the US economy.

I, The Domestic Situation

7. The basic problem is the economy, In 1976, when they

took power, the armed services resolved to liquidate
corporatist

the peronist/3c~zzztZ3(3st heritage and Recreate a

modernF open«market systemo Some basic reforms were

undertaken, such as giving free play to market. forcesa

improving the finances of public-sector enterprises

and opening the economy, But the failure of two minis-

ters of the economy —Martinez de Hoz (1976-80) and then 8

Sigaut (198/}—to set the country on a path of stable

economic growth-+RE there)as been little growth in the

last six years —has produced deep dissatisfaction in

the society. If the present conservative government
should
/fail+with its economic program, this would mean the

end of liberal market economics in Argentina and the

ky Ldt k kg d o d' 'g' t
It also would eliminate most of the political influence

conservatives now exercise on the Armed Forces and,

through the Armed Forces, on the government,

depression,
8 The Argentine economy is now in a deep/xaasssimst Un-

employment (including workers on short hours) may be

10 percent and is rising; utilization of industrial
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capacityt on the average, is some 50-60 percento The

one sector that is doing well is agriculture which con-

tinues to produce record crops and provides some two-

thirds or more of Argentinass export earningso Argen-

tinass GNP last year declined by 6 percent

9 ~ More important than the low level of business activity

is the general nervousness, which last year produced

massive outflows of funds, successive devaluat. ionst

high interest rates and sharp decline in the level of

private investment, Its origins are the progressive

overvaluation of the peso under Martinez de Hoz between

1978 and 1981 (resulting from a crawling peg system

coupled with continuing large public-sector deficits)
and the subsequent collapse of the peso after the

first 10 percent devaluation (allegedly undertaken by

Martinez de Hoz at the urging of the incoming Minister,

Sigaut) in February 1981, The Viola government, which

took office in March, sought to reflate the economy

while also seeking to stabilize the foreign exchange

market; it never succeeded in restoring the confidence

lost in the February devaluation, Inflationt which had

a d 1' '
9

' d a ply fera alga( d

the continued effect of the devaluations and progressive- 7Pf~~ f

eely
larger public-Sector deficits, Inflation in ~ lggl
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+reached 130 percente(PZ) and 180 percent (WPX) o

10, When the Galtieri government took office in Decembers

its first priority in the economic area was to control

inflation and restore confidenceo To do so, the new

Minister of the Economy, Roberto Alemann, opted for a

"shock approach" —severe austerity in the public

sector (including a freeze on salaries and retirement

benefits) with the goal of reducing the publ'ic deficit
dramatically by mid-year —and reform of the exchange

market, i,ees the unification of the commercial and

financial exchange rates in a single floating rate
Reactivation of the economy was not an explicit objec-

tive; rather, Alemannss working hypothesis and pre-

diction is that once inflation has been brought under

control and confidence been restored, interest rates

will come down and business activity will revive
expected to

Foreign investment isfestcos5x}ssdL3osx resume, especially

in energy and minerals'

11oAlemann has had some initial successes —some export

earnings are beg3n3ing to be repatriated, inflationary

expectations are declining and the exchange market has

been stable. But the large sums —export revenues and

I

short-term money —held by Argentines abroad are not
yeast
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being repatriated, the recession is deepening and thet
government is encountering difficulties reaching its
monetary targets because of falling tax revenues, Fore-

casters generally agree that this will be a year without

growth, with inflation declining significantly but remain-

ing somewhere .in the area of 60 percent plus. In fact,
growth could well be negativeo

I24 Galtieri, we are told, is resolutely committed to Alemann,

but the draconian measures of the Alemann program come

after six years of military rule, during a period of—by

Argentine standards —high unemployment. The austerity pro-

gram has given strong encouragement to civilian opposition

leaders& now more active than ever, is fostering new ef-
forts for unity in the labor movement and has left the

government more isolated than ever —despite Galtieri's
efforts to civilianize the government, through the ap-

pointment of civilians to the national government and

the provincial governorship' Alemann and other conser-

vatives believe that there is now much broader support

in the Armed Forces for reform and austerity than d3ring

the tenure of Martinez de Hoz, The lesson, they say,

that broad reforms are needed to revive the Argentine

economy has finally been learned. But many observers

isympathetic to the conservative doctrine wonder whethge
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~the program does not come too late in the current cyole

of military rule. The Galtieri government itself expects

growing social tension and political unrest but obvious-

ly hopes to ride out the storm until the economy begins

to recover, There will be considerable soul-searching

in the government about its course if the expected reco-

very does not develop.

13' Galtieri's vigorous ~style of leadership haS dissipated

the atmosphere of paralysis and drift that shrouded his

predecessorTs incumbency, As of now, Galtieri appears to

have the full support of his senior Army commanders as

well as—as far as we can tell —that of Navy Commander

Anaya —the key elemen@ in Argentina's power structure.

The three services have given the Galtieri government a

surprising degree of authority. Galtieri normally should

retire from his post as Commander-in-Chief of the Army

in November of this year, He reportedly wants to find a

formula';. that will permit him to continue in a dual capa-

city, This is likely to emerge as the key political
question in the months ahead,

14o Galtieri continues the policy of gradual liberalization—
witness the easing of remaining censorship and the govern-

ment's prompt action in recent anti-Semitic incidents.
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e is appointing civilians to strengthen the conserva-
tive political forces His political strategy remains

MRN

at this time that of a gradual opening of the political
process, with a party reorganization law as the next

step and full resumption of legal party activity after-
wardso But the mood in the country could force a

quicker pace, On the other hand Galtieri wishes to

find a formula that will permit him to continue in the

Presidency beyond 1984—although apparently this formu-

la entails a search for the trappings of broader civi-
lian support.

15' In the Armed Forcesa growing social tensions could bring

out latent differences. There have been reports that the

Alemann program is not popular in parts of the military

and Galtieri's desire to continue in his dual capacity

beyond November could cause problems, Reportedly Navy

Commander Anaya, concerned over the institutional inte-

grity of his service, would favor an early withdrawal of

dTe military from the government, There are others, in

the Navy and Air Force, who would like to begin serious

discussions with the major parties on how to bring about

gradual disengagement before the country becomes more

polarized politically (Such a process would extend

over a period of

years'�

)

L
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fsfo increase pressure on the government, the five princz-

pal parties have formed a body of senior notables that

issues statements and criticisms on national policy

The parties themselves are not highly regarded by the

public which recall the poor record of civilian govern-

ment but they are gaining new adherents and support as

dissatisfaction with the military regime increases,
instances

There have been various/ixKKS3ntuz5tss where peronist salu-
were in public

tes and songs/amsx used/and these incidents are becoming
two major

more frequent, Despite their rhetoric, the/parties —the

Peronists and the Radicals —would be prepared to come to

terms with the military They are outmoded, riven by

factions (especially the Peronists) s hold vague nationa-

list doctrines and lack specific programs, They are

largely opposed to the economic and administrative re-
formss which the military have pursued over the last six

years, and advocate a greater role for the state and

more nationalist, protectionist policies, The Peronists

remain dependent on labor and would

probably return to more populist policies —one of the

principal causes of Argentinass economic stagnation

over the last generation. In their present form,

there is serious doubt whethers without the military,
either party
/ ~ could constitute an effective government, In any

L
cases the principal obstacle -to democratization

remain
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the problem of the thousands of persons who disappeared

MRN

during the military's war against Marxist subversion,

II.Foreign Policy Issues

17 notwithstanding the hoPes and fears of last Decembers

the Galtieri regime has as yet produced no significant

change in Argentina's foreign policy, The GOA continues

in the NAMs impelled by the need for protection on human

rights in international fora and by the search for sup-

port on the Ma'lvinas/Falklands and Beagle problems. Re-

lations with the Soviet Union remain correct on the diplo-

matic level and active on the commercial side, We have

reported indications of a possible chill in relations
with Cuba, but that seems to be the result of a Cuban

rather than an Argentine decision, Elsewhere in Latin

America the relationship with Mexico is poor (a result
of the Abel Medina asylum case); Argentine interest in

the Andean Pact has waned as that group's political ac-

tivism has vanished; and Foreign Minister Costa Mendez

carries on his predecessor's efforts to build a strong

relationship with Brazil'

180 Good relations with the US are a high priority for the

Galtieri administration, as they were for its predeces-

sor, We still have our differences on law of the-sea+
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~nd in the nuclear field, along with occasionally co~
flicting interests in UN fora (as in the case of Poland

in the UNHRC) and a few minor' trade problemso Bdt Gal-

tieri is anxious to cooperate with us on the Hemis-

phere's more pressing problems, particularly those in
Involvement

Bolivia and Central America, /3l3csttrnmbemteztttx in the latter
carries a political price for the GOA, as demonstrated

by the continuing clamor over purported Argentine mili-

tary presences there, actual or prospective, and the

denunciations of the visit here of Salvadoran Colonel
BeAe 1128

Flores Lima {t'ef / ')
~ The major political parties,

without necessarily taking either side in Central

America, remain attached to the country's traditional

"independent" and non-interventionist policy, The GOA's

association with '.reputedly repressive military regimes

also provides a convenient opportunity to attack the

nature of Argentina's own government.

19. The GOA to date has not outwardly appeared overly con-

cerned by background noise of this kind, Costa Mendez

does respond with vehement denials to questions from

the press about Argentine military and/or political acti-
vities in Central America and even Army Chief of Staff
Vaquero felt the need to repeat the commitment to non-

interference in El Salvador's internal affairs on the

occasion of decorating Flores Lima, But the latterss

,Ot53 20t
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+visit was given a high public profile, the Salvadorans
i

were promised credits for military purchases here, and

the Foreign Ministry went so far as to complain to us

that President Reagan had failed to mention Argentina as

a donor country in his CBX speech, (Foreign aid, bound

to be highly unpopular with the Argentine public, is not

normally publicized by the GOA, ) However, behind the

scenes the Foreign Ministry is increasingly uncomfortable

with the high Argentine profile on Central America. Costa

Mendez seems to be searching for a context more compatible

with this country's traditional foreign policy in which

better to present Argentina&s active interest in Central

America, This might take the form of a move in the OAS
'B,A, 1184

(ref / '')
~

20 4 Other factors in our bilateral relations include human

rights, the controversy over privatization of the economy

and the pace of democratization. As we have been report-

ing, the GOA is gradually but steadily liberalizing its
controls over the society Pen prisoners continue to be

released and the government's sharp reaction to the re-

cent desecration of Jewish graves in Mar del Plata was

most gratifying, But with the end of current human

rights abuses, the issue of the past disappeared has
now| come increasingly- into sharper focus andihuaz

threatens
to
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~dominate the future politics of this country. Interns=

tionally it feeds the GOA's fears of isolation; inter-

nally it blocks the way to democratization, There is
little if anything outsiders including the USG can do

to help; the military's absolute opposition to any re-

view of the "dirty war" simply cannot at this time be

reconciled with the growing civilian demand for an ac-

counting.

The GOA is intent on reducing the size of the public

sector, taking the government out of economic activities
it should not be in, selling off various government en-

terprises and providing increased incentives for private

exploitation of the country's natural resources Ex-

President Ilia, among others, has asserted that the

government&s intentions amount to a sell-out to the

Rmulti-nationals". Some of our well-meaning but poorly-

informed Argentine friends have been warning us that

US interests will suffer as our corporations are seen

as devouring the national patrimony. In fact, there

is little discernible foreign investment interest in

Argentina outside the hydrocarbons field, There the

GOA does not contemplate turning over sub-soil rights

to private companies, contrary to press and other

I
reports, There will be an effort to improve

incentive

raa aor
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+or exploration and production and to get the notorious-.

ly inefficient state oil company YPF out of drilling and

producing,

22 The political parties and human rights groups attach

great importance to the USG's position on democratization

in Argentina, They believe it critical that the GOA per-

ceive its future relationship with the US
adding

condi-

tioned by unmistakable movement toward a return to consti-

tutional government, Former Foreign Minister Camilion

publicly and privately asserted that to be the case after

each of his visits to the US. We have taken the line here

that the USG will be gratified to see a return to demo-

cracy but how and when that is to be accomplished is for

the Argentines to decide, The principal element in this

problem is not, of course, the attitude of the USGJ but

rather . the issue of the disappearedo

23. The Malvinas/Falklands and Beagle problems do not concern

us directly, but one or both could ultimately have a con-

siderably greater impact on the bilateral relationship

than any of the issues previously discussed, In the wake

of another futile round with the British in New York, the

Foreign Ministry has just issued a rather threatening
(ref B A J ~ ' I BJJ y, t 1197) ~

statement on the Malvinas/Falkklands/|tststphc@x. The purgpse
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~ay have been no more than to satisfy domestic public|

opinion, but we cannot be certain, Clearly, a resolu-

MRN

tion of this ancient dispute is as far off as ever and
again

the local jingoes are speculating/shedder about an armed

Argentine landing in the islandso We have reported

previously on, indications that the Argentines might

like to enlist our support in getting the British to

cedeo Prom here d3e Pope's Beagle mediation appears

stalemated with little realistic possibility for a

breakthrough. . At some point before the end of the

year the Chileans will presumably take their I:case to

The Hague, effectively putting an end to the mediation.

How the dispute will evolve from then on is difficult
to predict, but it seems likely that we will find our-

selves involved, like it or not,

24o As a re ult of Argentina's free-market philosophy,
problems

there have been few/ggxggixkggx in our economic relation-
ship. The GOA is concerned over the effect of the

Caribbean Basin initiative on its own sugar exports,

one of its largest export items to the US market.

There has been a running dispute over an Argentine

export tax on raw hides, with the possibility of US

retaliatory action in the next few months, A Section

301 petition has been filed alleging subsidized ex-

sports of certain metal products (carbon wire rods) J
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I The GOA is concerned over the US policy on graduation

in the MDB; financing for its large hydro-electric

power projects is at stake. Our biggest issue in the

commercial area is, of course, the interest of Allis-
Chalmers and Westinghouse in contracts for the facyreta
hydro-electric power project on the Parana river, And,

finally, there is Argentine concern over our CCC credit

sales and, more importantly, the concerns both countries

share over the +C's export policy, The Argezrtines argue

that these export policies to third-country markets. and

the enlargement of the HAEC are the cause of their heavy

dependence on the Soviet market,

p
sanaupattAN
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